COUPLE GETS NO CASTE, NO RELIGION CERTIFICATE TO PUT DAUGHTER IN SCHOOL

A couple has been on a mission to get their daughter a caste and religion certificate to enrol her in a school. The parents have been facing several hurdles due to the lack of proper documentation. The school officials have been requiring caste and religion certificates, and the parents have been unable to obtain them.

MUSEUM CHAOS: "THE LADY WHO DROVE" WITH ROSES

The museum has been facing chaos due to an incident where a woman drove a car into the museum gallery. The incident caused significant damage to the cultural artifacts, and the museum has been dealing with the aftermath.

INDIA FINANCIAL CONSULTATION PAPER ON CRYPTO CURRENCIES

The government has been consulting on cryptocurrency regulations in India. The consultation paper aims to address concerns related to the use of cryptocurrencies and to ensure their secure and responsible use.

SPORTS 12 CLASH OF THE TITANS

A highly anticipated clash of two football teams is scheduled to take place. The match promises to be a thrilling encounter, with both teams vying for victory.

MAN IN VAT THROWS CAKE AT GLASS PROTECTING MONA LISA

A man has attempted to throw a cake at the glass protecting the Mona Lisa painting in the Louvre Museum. The incident caused a stir, with security personnel quickly intervening to prevent any damage to the artwork.

POLITICIAN-CUM-DRIVER DEFIES ALL ODDS TO WIN SUCCESSIVE TSD TITLES

A politician-cum-driver has defied all odds to win successive TSD titles. The candidate has been working hard to achieve this feat, and their success is a testament to their dedication.

AYUSHMAN BHARAT

A double edged sword forTRS

Ayushman Bharat – Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) is seen as a double edged sword for the TRS. On one hand, TDP leaders are claiming that the Centre has not released the full amount of funds for the scheme. On the other hand, the TRS is releasing the funds and is imposing some conditions.

“MOST DEMANDING CHARACTER I HAVE PLAYED,” SEES PAPER

The actor has recently spoken about the character they played in the movie. The actor has praised the role, stating that it was one of their most demanding characters to date.

BPJ leader Lakshman gets Radha Sahba berth

B.J.P. leader Lakshman Shrestha has been awarded the berth of Radha Sahba. This announcement has been met with mixed reactions. Some supporters praise the decision, while others express concern over the selection process.

Rich splurging on Luxury homes

The market for luxury homes appears to be thriving, with prices on the rise. Investors are looking to buy properties in the higher-end range, driven by factors such as lifestyle and status.
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The UPA had ruled the country for 10 years. Many states in the country were so well-governed that people were satisfied with the UPA. The Congress and other regional parties had washed away a lot of the water-dam system created by the others. But the UPA’s success had not been enough to make the country combat the water-dam system created by the others. Efforts have been made over the past several years to defeat the country. The country is better served by running a continuous system. In 2018, the political direction had been changed by all those efforts in 2014. Those results were not enough to think about. Against that political direction, people had allotted 70 seats to Congress in the LS Assembly elections, but the Congress lost to win a seat.

The newspaper said, “The UPA had ruled for 20 years. In the third term, the UPA had ruled for 10 years. Many states in the country were so well-governed that people were satisfied with the UPA. The Congress and other regional parties had washed away a lot of the water-dam system created by the others. Efforts have been made over the past several years to defeat the country. The Congress and other regional parties, including the NCP and the Left, had succeeded in defeating the UPA. But the UPA’s success had not been enough to make the country combat the water-dam system created by the others. Efforts have been made over the past several years to defeat the country. The country is better served by running a continuous system.
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Aspirants in a fix as SI exam clashes with UPSC CAPF exam

**SOUTH KOREAN KARATE**

Aspirants from the state are in a fix as there is a clash between the State Level Police Recruitment Board (SLPRB) and the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) exams. Both the exams are scheduled to be held on August 7. Though the two boards were consulted, the issue could not be resolved.

Aspirant Balasubramanian, from the Nizamabad Rural area, who has been preparing for the exam for nearly 4.5 years, said, “The problem is that both boards are conducting their exams on the same day. All of us have been preparing for the exams for nearly 4.5 years and we have cleared all the eligibility criteria. But because in one state there are two exams, we will have to choose between the two exams. We cannot appear for both the exams.”

The SLPRB, in a press release on Monday, had said, “We have been made aware of the clash by the state police department and have expressed our concern to the state police department. We have also written to the UPSC about the issue.

However, the UPSC has not yet responded to our request. We have been preparing for the exams for nearly 4.5 years and we cannot let this happen. We have been selected based on our performance in the previous exams and we have cleared all the eligibility criteria.”

The Nizamabad Rural Association has written to the state police department and the UPSC about the issue.

They have requested the state police department to take necessary steps to resolve the issue. The Nizamabad Rural Association has also requested the UPSC to conduct the exams on different dates.

The Nizamabad Rural Association has also requested the UPSC to conduct the exams on different dates. They have also requested the state police department to take necessary steps to resolve the issue.
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**PM CARES FOR CHILDREN SCHEME**

All 22 children will derive benefit from the PM Care Scheme under the Ministry of Home Affairs, as part of implementing the scheme. The Centre distributed a list of beneficiaries among the states.

**UNION PANCHAYAT SECRETARY HAILS PALLE PRAGATHI SCH**

Union Panchayat Secretary Mallesham Reddy congratulated Sarat Kumar, JSP District Unit President, on scoring 370 marks in Civil Services Examination, Results of which were released on Thursday. The MLA distributed Rs 10 lakh cheque each to Covid-affected children.

**TANGAL**

The government is releasing Rs 250 crore every month to Telangana. The Union government developed TS in the country developed by the Central Government.

**IMMUNIZATION IN THE TELANGANA**

The PM Care for Children scheme has been implemented in all gram panchayats. The children of most of the beneficiaries have got fixed deposits in banks.

**TELANGANA GOVERNMENT**

The government envisages 375,000 posts of teachers, including 75,000 posts of assistant teachers and 300,000 posts of assistant teachers. The Union government will provide Rs 10 lakh in fixed deposits for each teacher. The government distributed a list of beneficiaries among the states.

**TAMILNADU GOVERNMENT**

The government will provide Rs 10 lakh in fixed deposits for each teacher. The government distributed a list of beneficiaries among the states.

**HUNGRY CHILDREN IN THE BELGARHUM**

The government will provide Rs 10 lakh in fixed deposits for each teacher. The government distributed a list of beneficiaries among the states.

**MALLA REDDY' CONVERSATION WITH HIS FATHER**

The government will provide Rs 10 lakh in fixed deposits for each teacher. The government distributed a list of beneficiaries among the states.
Modi to launch credit portal, coins with AKAM design on June 6

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will on June 6 inaugurate the credit portal, and coins with AKAM design on it.

UPSC exam results show women can achieve anything: Gamini Singh

Gamini Singh, a member of the CPI(M), has written a commentary on the UPSC exam results, which she believes show that women can achieve anything.

PM Modi congratulates successful candidates

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has congratulated the successful candidates in the UPSC Civil Services Examination.

RCP does not need to resign as Minister right now: Nitis

Bharat Chief Minister Shardi's RCP MLA Manjil Bhatnagar has written to the Speaker, seeking to remove him from his post as minister, and has also written to the Chief Minister, asking him to resign.

Bengal Guv-Abhishek slaps over latter's controversial remarks on judiciary

Abhishek, the Governor of West Bengal, has slapped a contempt notice on former chief minister Mamata Banerjee for her remarks on the judiciary.

A student once mistook me for Rahul Gandhi in UP school: Akhilesh Yadav

Akhilesh Yadav, the former Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, has said that he once got mistaken for Rahul Gandhi in a UP school.

Fisherman killed in tiger attack in Bengal's Sundarbans

A fisherman from West Bengal's Sundarbans has been killed by a tiger.
The pariahs

Even a good 75 years after Independence, the word ‘untouchability’ is a bête noire of the constitutional fabric of the country. The Mahatma who gave the world the non-violent struggle for freedom to end the evil of apartheid. The Mahatma who was the last of his family to be able to do so. In the Indian context, the Constituent Assembly on how to deal with untouchability. But could there be one reason more? Could it be that the upper castes bravely continue to inhabit Dalit camps in various parts of India? It is probably that the burning questions avoided, for whatever reason, definitive answers.

The US-China trade war was compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has led to uncertainty and deeper concern about the supply chain, technology, and perhaps most of all, health and safety. The US-China trade war has been a dispute between two economic giants—China and the US—over trade, technology, and intellectual property rights.

The Indian government has been working on developing a comprehensive trade policy to address the challenges posed by the trade war.

For some time now, there has been a movement to develop a national trade policy that will help the country in the long run. The government has been working on the Trade Policy 2017-2022, which aims to promote trade and investment in the country.

However, the current situation is quite challenging. The US-China trade war has led to a significant rise in commodity prices and a fall in the value of the Indian rupee.

The Indian government has been working on developing a comprehensive trade policy to address the challenges posed by the trade war.

Officialdom has mostly tried harder to distinguish the Russian and Chinese exports. Russia is the world's largest exporter of crude oil, with a cost of globally traded sunflower oil at 28 per cent of maize and 75 per cent of its oilseeds have mostly trickled from Germany and Ukraine. Meanwhile, the Chinese-made products have trickled from China and the United Kingdom.

The Chinese-made products have trickled from China and the United Kingdom.

A SIGNSHARE OF RUSSIA'S EXPORTS, AFTER CHINA, IS EUROPE.

A LARGE SHARE OF ITS IMPORTS, AFTER THE UNITED STATES.

A LARGE SHARE OF ITS IMPORTS, AFTER THE UNITED STATES.

A LARGE SHARE OF ITS IMPORTS, AFTER THE UNITED STATES.
OBSCURE TRUTHS ABOUT THE EXCLUSION OF PDS FARMERS FROM THE PRIVILEGED LIST OF SUBSIDY BENEFICIARIES

Oblivious to controls on food supply and distribution are a major constraint on exports. They aren’t also good for India’s fiscal health

The government should reconsider its decision and remove the ban. As for serving domestic consumers, reduced availability of wheat can only be set in motion by subsidization of the support price in the PDS systems. This step will enable self-sufficiency in food available, and increase food exports without the risk of AMS remaining well above the 10 percent threshold, even if India ships out its excess stock.

The Government should focus on addressing the concerns of domestic consumers, choose not to be set by prohibition, but seek to substitute with rice in the PDS basket besides pruning the PDS products. Their substitution with rice will be much less as undeserving beneficiaries of the rice do not exist. India is not subject to cap and this should be cleared of the stock in the PDS. The foodgrains are not excessive and the PDS system is in place to lower the cost of foodgrains for the produce (if the price of the production).

With the unshackling of the sector, there will be incentive for private firms to invest in storage and build warehouses to meet domestic requirements and meet international requirements at a sustainable manner. This will also reduce the foodgrains transport costs for the produce. If the price of the production is calculated, that will be the risk of being.

1. The citizens of the country have to go for alter- native sources to get the cheaper and low-cost income. Telangana has emerged as the major centre for the IT sector, and has been one of the major industrial hubs in the country.

2. To address the challenges posed by the global economic crisis, the Government has been focusing on promoting the rural economy and the agricultural sector.

3. The Government has also been implementing various schemes and initiatives to support the farmers and ensure their income.

4. The policy of the government is to increase the production, productivity, and value addition in the agricultural sector.

5. The state government has been working towards improving the marketing and price realisation of agricultural produce.

6. The Government is taking various steps to ensure that the farmers get a fair price for their produce and are able to earn a livelihood.

7. The government is also focusing on improving the rural infrastructure and providing better facilities to the farmers.

8. The Government is committed to ensuring the sustainable growth of the rural economy and the agricultural sector.

9. The government is also focusing on improving the quality of life of the farmers and ensuring their well-being.

10. The Government is also focusing on improving the rural infrastructure and providing better facilities to the farmers.

The government has been implementing various schemes and initiatives to support the farmers and ensure their income.

1. The Government has been focusing on promoting the rural economy and the agricultural sector.

2. The Government has also been implementing various schemes and initiatives to support the farmers and ensure their income.

3. The Government is taking various steps to ensure that the farmers get a fair price for their produce and are able to earn a livelihood.

4. The government is also focusing on improving the rural infrastructure and providing better facilities to the farmers.

5. The Government is committed to ensuring the sustainable growth of the rural economy and the agricultural sector.

6. The government is also focusing on improving the quality of life of the farmers and ensuring their well-being.

7. The Government is also focusing on improving the rural infrastructure and providing better facilities to the farmers.

8. The Government is committed to ensuring the sustainable growth of the rural economy and the agricultural sector.

9. The government is also focusing on improving the quality of life of the farmers and ensuring their well-being.

10. The Government is also focusing on improving the rural infrastructure and providing better facilities to the farmers.
**Gold gains Rs 75; silver rises Rs 120**

Gold continued to rise on increased demand from metal investors, while silver also gained Rs 75 on increased demand. Spot Rupee gold (99.95 purity) trade at Rs 51,320 per 10 gram – up Rs 262 to the previous close, while silver at Rs 67,650 per kg – up Rs 75 to the previous close.

**India finalising oil duty waiver extension on cotton: Goyal**

The government is finalising measures for a short-term extension of duty waiver on cotton, commerce and industrial minister Piyush Goyal said on Monday.

Mr Goyal, who is also the railway minister, said at an interactive session with the textile industry that the government was looking at the possibility of extending the duty waiver for cotton. "There has been a huge growth in cotton... The duty on cotton is Rs 60 per kilogram. We have been thinking of extending it," he said.

In 2020, the government announced a temporary duty reduction on cotton to Rs 60 per kilogram from Rs 175 per kilogram to help the textile industry, which had been hit by the Covid pandemic.

Mr Goyal said that the government was looking at a similar move for cotton, which has been impacted by the recent increase in global cotton prices. "We are looking into it," he said.

There has been a 50 per cent increase in the farm price of cotton in the past six months, he said.

Mr Goyal also said thatcropsupportmeasures and additional procurement measures were being considered for cotton. "We will continue to support cotton farmers," he said.

On the issue of cotton import duties, Mr Goyal said that the government was looking at extending the current duty regime. "We are looking at extending the current duty regime," he said.

Agriculture Secretary JSP tahil and farmers were also present at the meeting.

**Sensex, Nifty near to weekly highs on gains in IT, oil stocks**

The Sensex hit its highest level in nearly three months, rising 376 points, while the Nifty also ended at a fresh record.

The benchmarkSensex indicesand Nifty surged by nearly 2 per cent on Monday, marking a strong start to the week as trade data, IT stocks and financial companies fuelled buying. Indexes gained on the back of strong global cues, along with better trade data and corporate results.

IT stocks continued to shine, with Infosys rising to a fresh record high after the software major posted higher-than-expected results on Monday. Bharti Airtel, Tech Mahindra and Wipro also gained, with the Sensex rising 376 points to hit a new high of 57,850.77. The Nifty also hit a new high of 15,931.05.

The government on Monday increased the customs duty on cotton andwesthigh in the past three months, with the Sensex rising 376 points to hit a new high of 57,850.77. The Nifty also hit a new high of 15,931.05.
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In an exclusive interview with The Pioneer, TV actress Helly Shah shares how she had a really tough time before walking on the red carpet at Cannes Film Festival, and how important was the film festival for her.

Speaking on the red carpet, Naman says, “Through my experience, I believe that entrepreneurship is not for the faint-hearted. There are situations that I have encountered that seemed impossible to tackle at first. With continuous efforts and inner grit, I have achieved the goals I set for myself. I don’t give up easily.”

According to Naman, the most important aspect of being an entrepreneur is to be patient and persistent. “It is very important that all entrepreneurs consider it to be a business. It is a very long-term game and requires patience. Since cigarettes are a legal commodity, we need to continue to raise awareness about the negative impacts on health. We collect cigarette waste and make handmade goods. It is not only a business, but it also serves as a social cause.”

Efforts have been made in this regard, and the company is dedicated to offering pet-friendly environments in India. Moreover, they are trying to develop a business model that is sustainable and environmentally friendly.

In conclusion, Naman says, “As an entrepreneur, I believe that sustainability is key. We need to be mindful of our impact on the environment and society.”

The Pioneer brings to you, a special initiative called CODE effort on this World No Tobacco Day. What is this initiative? Naman Gupta, CEO of CODE effort tells us more about it.
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TANISHA SAXENA

In 2004, the theme was to protect the environment. And the product absorbed a lot of harmful chemicals. The polymer is used in the air for about a year, the theme is to protect the environment, and the product is biodegradable.

Initially, they started collaborating with waste pickers and rag pickers for the collection of cigarette waste. They also provided value him to private spaces and offices for cigarette waste collection. The company also educates the people of India about the correct disposal of cigarette butts.

The business innovation in recycling and sustainability is one of the most important aspects of the company. The end product was beautiful carpet at Cannes Film Festival. Fans have been anticipating her beautiful outfits for the prestigious event, and her upcoming film RRR has been receiving a lot of hype in the industry.

At the Cannes Film Festival, Helly Shah, who has been a part of the film industry for almost a decade, shared her experiences and insights on the red carpet. She spoke about the challenges she faced during her journey, her passion for acting, and her experiences on set. She also talked about the importance of the Cannes Film Festival for emerging actors like herself.

Helly Shah is no stranger to the international film circuit. She made her debut in Bollywood with the film Happy Ending, and since then, she has been a part of several high-profile projects. Her upcoming film RRR, which is directed by SS Rajamouli, promises to be one of the biggest events of the year.

Speaking about the event, Shah said, “The Cannes Film Festival is a platform where filmmakers and actors come together to share their stories and experiences. It is a place where dreams become reality, and it is a place where film lovers come together to celebrate cinema.”

Shah also spoke about her upcoming project RRR, which is being directed by SS Rajamouli. She said, “I am really excited to be a part of this project. It is going to be an epic film, and I am sure that it will be a turning point in my career.”

She added, “The film is about an epic battle between two countries, and it is going to be a visual treat for the audience. I am really excited to be a part of this film, and I am sure that it will be a turning point in my career.”
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K. V. Kishor, MLA, Quthbullapur Assembly Constituency, along with Dandu Sai Babu Ravi, CMD, SLG Hospitals organized a ‘5K Running & Cycling’ event commemorating World No Tobacco Day, in association with Happy Hyderabad Cycling Club and Hyderabad Cycling Group.

With Hyderabad being the epicenter of the South for luxury, Stanley Lifestyles inaugurated the first luxury home solution marque store ‘Stanley Level Next’ at The Grand Ballroom at Banjara Hills Road No. 12 in Hyderabad.

Summer vacations are synonymous with fun and excitement and ‘KIDZTOPIA’ at Inorbit Mall, Hyderabad, KIDZTOPIA is a summer extravaganza for kids that is loaded with creative activities, fun workshops and entertaining performances over the weekend and on June 05.
Vikal Chandrashekar says, "It was a fantastic experience working with Pachi. He wanted to anticipate, so I approached the song in a different way. We wanted a beautiful and simple melody that would be easy to sing. My approach was to make the song singable and easy to remember. I think it's a perfect fit for the character."

But I didn't expect it to be such a big hit. "I was really surprised. I thought the song that this will be loved by all. When I listened to the final product, I thought ‘wow, this is very special to me,’ " he adds.

Singer S P B Charan, working with music director Vishal Chandrashekar and sung by SPB in the Tamil and Telugu versions, when I asked about the lyrics of the song, Charan adds, "As a singer, you want to give it your all, sing a song, you want to give it your all, enjoy working with Vishal and SPB. It's a very special song for me, a beautiful melody that is memorable."

When asked about the lyrics of the song, Charan adds, “As a singer, you want to give it your all, sing a song, you want to give it your all, enjoy working with Vishal and SPB. It's a very special song for me, a beautiful melody that is memorable."

"Most demanding character I have played," says Seerat

When the character was created, I had very little idea what it will be like, says Seerat. "It was a challenging role. The character has a lot of depth. The script was perfect, this was my character in the first time, I had to do a lot of research."

"I try not to repeat any song and with this song, I think we have got a perfect balance of melodies. I think the fans will love it," he says. "I believe in singing with my heart and soul, and I think this song is a perfect example of that."
Nadal decided to stay in Paris, where his home has been under the threat of eviction. The French Open is the only Grand Slam he has missed since 2009.

Djokovic, however, came out on top and was near tears after the match. "I didn't have the chance to play in the French Open quarter-finals last year, so I'm really happy to be back," he said.

The Serb, who is the world No 1 Djokovic, braced to deliver Nadal hammer blow at French Open

Nadal, who will turn 36 on Friday, said this was his "best chance" to win the French Open after missing out on the title in 2021 and finishing as runner-up in 2022.

"Taylor, you're not like a normal person," somebody shouted from the crowd, which was looking forward to seeing Nadal's reaction.

"I don't know if I can do this," he said. "I'm still a bit young, still a bit strong, but I don't know if I can do it.'

Djokovic, on the other hand, said he was "just enjoying the fact that I am able to come back to the top of the game".

"We hope to see you in the semi-finals," he added.

Djokovic, however, said he was "just enjoying the fact that I am able to come back to the top of the game".

"We hope to see you in the semi-finals," he added.
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